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A NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLERA REESE WITHERSPOON x HELLO SUNSHINE BOOK

CLUB PICK"Captivated me from the first chapter to the final page."—Reese WitherspoonVivid

and compelling in its portrait of one woman’s struggle for fulfillment in a society pivoting

between the traditional and the modern, The Henna Artist opens a door into a world that is at

once lush and fascinating, stark and cruel.Escaping from an abusive marriage, seventeen-year-

old Lakshmi makes her way alone to the vibrant 1950s pink city of Jaipur. There she becomes

the most highly requested henna artist—and confidante—to the wealthy women of the upper

class. But trusted with the secrets of the wealthy, she can never reveal her own…Known for her

original designs and sage advice, Lakshmi must tread carefully to avoid the jealous gossips

who could ruin her reputation and her livelihood. As she pursues her dream of an independent

life, she is startled one day when she is confronted by her husband, who has tracked her down

these many years later with a high-spirited young girl in tow—a sister Lakshmi never knew she

had. Suddenly the caution that she has carefully cultivated as protection is threatened. Still she

perseveres, applying her talents and lifting up those that surround her as she does.“Eloquent

and moving…Joshi masterfully balances a yearning for self-discovery with the need for familial

love.”—Publishers Weekly Look for The Secret Keeper of Jaipur from New York Times

bestselling author Alka Joshi!

“Rich in detail and bright with tastes and textures, The Henna Artist is a fabulous glimpse into

Indian culture of the 1950s.”—Bookpage, Starred Review“Vibrant characters, evocative

imagery, and sumptuous prose create a satisfying, unforgettable tale.”—Christian Science

Monitor“Joshi has constructed a bewitching glimpse into the past with a tough heroine well

worth cheering on.”—Booklist“Eloquent debut…moving… Joshi masterfully balances a

yearning for self-discovery with the need for familial love.” –Publishers Weekly“Romantic, old-

time Rajasthan leaps to life in the skilled hands of Alka Joshi. The Henna Artist brims over with

richly drawn customs, locations, and characters. I can hardly wait for Alka Joshi’s next

masterpiece.” --Sujata Massey, internationally bestselling author of The Satapur

Moonstone and The Widows of Malabar Hill"A bold, ambitious, beautifully written novel about

India…and about class, identity, love and deceit. The broad cast of characters will etch

themselves into your psyche." --Tom Barbash, author of Stay Up With Me"Fantastic, so

evocative and beautiful and full of life and light.... The Henna Artist is detailed and sumptuous,

vivid in its characters and deeply satisfying in its storytelling."--Leah Franqui, author of America

for Beginners"Alka Joshi's superb first novel is unforgettable.... Read this book slowly and

savor it: Every page is rich with intricate pleasures for both the mind and the heart."--Anita

Amirrezvani, author of The Blood of Flowers"Like a brilliant, magical kaleidoscope, bursting

with color, The Henna Artist kept me riveted from start to finish."--Lauren Belfer, NYT

bestselling author of After the Fire and City of Light"Everything a great novel needs is here:

The protagonist balancing impossible burdens with her bountiful talents; the many other

characters, each so colorful and complex, each necessary to the intricate and delicate plot,

Such a satisfying novel!" --Sandra Scofield, author of The Last Draft"Alka Joshi's debut novel is

a richly drawn design of love and the many hungers that drive human beings...a lush, gorgeous

journey that any reader will be sorry to see end."--Erin McGraw, author of The Good

Life and The Seamstress of Hollywood"The Henna Artist is a delicious, old-fashioned tale



about timeless heartaches. There's something elemental and mythic about Lakshmi and her

knowledge of spices, roots, oils, and barks that drew me in… I'm in awe of Joshi's

storytelling.”---Laura McNeal, author of The Practice HouseAbout the AuthorBorn in India and

raised in the U.S. since she was nine, Alka Joshi has a BA from Stanford University and an

MFA from California College of Arts. Joshi's debut novel, The Henna Artist, immediately

became a NYT bestseller, a Reese Witherspoon Bookclub pick, was Longlisted for the Center

for Fiction First Novel Prize, & is in development as a TV series. Her second novel, The Secret

Keeper of Jaipur (2021), will be followed by a third in 2023. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.
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Escaping from an arranged and abusive marriage, seventeen-year-old Lakshmi makes her way

alone from her 1950s rural village to the vibrant pink city of Jaipur. There she becomes the

henna artist—and confidante—most in demand to the wealthy women of the upper class. But

trusted with the secrets of the wealthy, she can never reveal her own...Known for her original

designs and sage advice, Lakshmi must tread carefully to avoid the jealous gossips who could

ruin her reputation and her livelihood. As she pursues her dream of an independent life, she is

startled one day when she is confronted by her husband, who has tracked her down these

many years later with a high-spirited young girl in tow—a sister Lakshmi never knew she had.

Suddenly the caution that she has carefully cultivated as protection is threatened. Still she

perseveres, applying her talents and lifting up those that surround her as she does.Vivid and

compelling in its portrait of one woman’s struggle for fulfillment in a society pivoting between

the traditional and the modern, The Henna Artist opens a door into a world that is at once lush

and fascinating, stark and cruel.Praise forThe Henna Artist“Romantic, old-time Rajasthan

leaps to life in skilled hands... I can hardly wait for Alka Joshi’s next masterpiece.”—Sujata

Massey, internationally bestselling author of The Widows of Malabar Hill“Alka Joshi’s superb

first novel is unforgettable... Read this book slowly and savor it: Every page is rich with intricate

pleasures for the mind and the heart.”—Anita Amirrezvani, author of The Blood of Flowers and

Equal of the Sun“Like a brilliant, magical kaleidoscope, bursting with color... Kept me riveted

from start to finish.”—Lauren Belfer, New York Times bestselling author of And After the Fire“A

world so vivid, so filled with light and sound, so rich with the intoxicating scents and sights of

India, you want to live in its pages.”—Janis Cooke Newman, author of A Master Plan for

Rescue“A delicious, old-fashioned tale about timeless heartaches.... I’m in awe of her

storytelling!”—Laura McNeal, author of The Practice House“There is so much to love here—

the characters, the evocative settings, the hard-charging plot. I loved being led through India by

someone who knows the way by heart.”—Tom McNeal, author of To Be Sung Underwater“A

lush, gorgeous journey that any reader will be sorry to see end.”—Erin McGraw, author of The

Good Life“A bold, ambitious, beautifully written novel.”—Tom Barbash, author of Stay Up With

MeAlka Joshi is a graduate of Stanford University and received her MFA from the California

College of the Arts. She has worked as an advertising copywriter, a marketing consultant and

an illustrator. Alka was born in India, in the state of Rajasthan. Her family came to the United

States when she was nine, and she now lives on California’s Monterey Peninsula with her

husband and two misbehaving pups. The Henna Artist is her first novel.The Henna ArtistAlka

JoshiFor my mother, Sudha Latika Joshi, who championed my independenceFor my father,

Ramesh Chandra Joshi, who sang me the sweetest lullabyContentsEPIGRAPHCHARACTERS

WHO APPEARPROLOGUEPART ONECHAPTER ONECHAPTER TWOCHAPTER

THREECHAPTER FOURCHAPTER FIVECHAPTER SIXPART TWOCHAPTER

SEVENCHAPTER EIGHTCHAPTER NINEPART THREECHAPTER TENCHAPTER

ELEVENCHAPTER TWELVECHAPTER THIRTEENCHAPTER FOURTEENCHAPTER

FIFTEENCHAPTER SIXTEENCHAPTER SEVENTEENPART FOURCHAPTER

EIGHTEENCHAPTER NINETEENCHAPTER TWENTYCHAPTER TWENTY-ONECHAPTER

TWENTY-TWOEPILOGUEACKNOWLEDGMENTSGLOSSARY OF TERMSTHE STORY OF

HENNARADHA’S RECIPE FOR HENNA PASTETHE CASTE SYSTEM IN INDIAMALIK’S

RECIPE FOR BATTI BALLSTHE PALACE RECIPE FOR ROYAL RABRIThe traveler has to

knockat every alien door to come to his own,and one has to wander through all the outer

worldsto reach the innermost shrine at the end.—From the poem Journey Home by



Rabindranath TagoreWhen the Goddess of Wealth comes to give you her blessing,you

shouldn’t leave the room to wash your face.—Hindu ProverbCHARACTERS WHO

APPEARLakshmi Shastri: 30-year-old henna artist, living in the city of JaipurRadha: Lakshmi’s

13-year-old sister, born after Lakshmi left her villageMalik: Lakshmi’s servant boy, 7 or 8 years

old (he does not know which), lives in the crowded inner city with his Muslim auntie and

cousinsParvati Singh: 35-year-old society matron, wife of Samir Singh, mother of Ravi and

Govind Singh, distant cousin of the Jaipur royal familySamir Singh: renowned architect from a

high-caste Rajput family, husband of Parvati Singh and father of Ravi and Govind SinghRavi

Singh: 17-year-old son of Parvati and Samir Singh, in boarding school at Mayo College (a few

hours from Jaipur)Lala: long-serving spinster servant in the Singh householdSheela Sharma:

15-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. V. M. Sharma, a wealthy Brahmin couple of humble

originsMr. V. M. Sharma: official building contractor of the Jaipur royal family, husband of Mrs.

Sharma, father of four, including his youngest daughter Sheela SharmaJay Kumar: bachelor

school chum of Samir Singh fromOxford days, practicing physician in Shimla (at the foothills of

the Himalayas, an 11-hour drive from Jaipur)Mrs. Iyengar: Lakshmi’s landlady in JaipurMr.

Pandey: Lakshmi’s neighbor and another tenant of Mrs. Iyengar, Sheela Sharma’s music

tutorHari Shastri: Lakshmi’s estranged husbandSaas: means “mother-in-law” in Hindi; when

Lakshmi refers to her saas, she is referring to Hari’s mother, and when addressing a mother-in-

law directly, a woman would call her by the respectful “Saasuji”Mrs. Joyce Harris: young

Englishwoman, wife of a British army officer who is part of the transition team in Jaipur for the

handover of the British RajMrs. Jeremy Harris: Joyce Harris’s mother-in-lawPitaji: means

“father” in HindiMaa: means “mother” in HindiMunchi: old man from Lakshmi’s village who

taught her how to draw and taught Radha how to mix paintsKanta Agarwal: 26-year-old wife of

Manu Agarwal, educated in England, originally from a literary Calcutta familyManu Agarwal:

Director of Facilities for the Jaipur royal family, husband of Kanta, educated in England, related

to the Sharma familyBaju: an old family servant of Kanta and Manu AgarwalMaharaja of Jaipur:

a figurehead post-independence, the highest ranking royal in the city, wealthy in land and

money, possessing multiple palaces in JaipurNaraya: the builder of Lakshmi’s new house in

JaipurMaharani Indira: the maharaja’s stepmother, married to the late Maharaja of Jaipur,

childless, also referred to as the dowager queenMaharani Latika: the current maharaja’s wife,

31 years old, educated in SwitzerlandMadho Singh: Maharani Indira’s parakeetGeeta: widow,

Samir Singh’s current mistressMrs. Patel: one of Lakshmi’s loyal henna clients, proprietress of

a hotelA glossary of Hindi, French & English terms is listed in the back.PROLOGUEAjar, State

of Uttar Pradesh, IndiaSeptember 1955Her feet step lightly on the hard earth, calloused soles

insensible to the tiny pebbles and caked mud along the riverbank. On her head she balances a

mutki, the same earthenware jug she uses to carry water from the well every day. Today,

instead of water, the girl is carrying everything she owns: a second petticoat and blouse, her

mother’s wedding sari, The Tales of Krishna her father used to read to her—the pages fabric-

soft from years of handling—and the letter that arrived from Jaipur earlier this morning.When

she hears the voices of the village women in the distance, the girl hesitates. The gossip-eaters

are chatting, telling stories, laughing, as they wash saris, vests, petticoats and dhotis. But when

they spot her, she knows they will stop to stare or spit at the ground, imploring God to protect

them from the Bad Luck Girl. She reminds herself of the letter, safe inside the mutki, and

thinks, Let them. It will be the last time.Yesterday, the women were haranguing the headman:

Why is the Bad Luck Girl still living in the schoolteacher’s hut when we need it for the new

schoolmaster? Afraid to make a sound for fear they would come inside and pull her out by her

hair, the girl had remained perfectly still within the four mud walls. There was no one to protect



her now. Last week, her mother’s body had been burned along with the bones of other dead

animals, the funeral pyre of the poor. Her father, the former schoolteacher, had abandoned

them six months ago, and shortly after, he drowned in a shallow pool of water along the

riverbank, so drunk he likely hadn’t felt the sting of death.Every day for the past week, the girl

had lain in wait on the outskirts of the village for the postman, who cycled in sporadically from

the neighboring village. This morning, as soon as she spotted him, she darted out from her

hiding place, startling him, and asked if there were any letters for her family. He had frowned

and bit his cheek, his rheumy eyes considering her through his thick glasses. She could tell he

felt sorry for her, but he was also peeved—she was asking for something only the headman

should receive. But she held his gaze without blinking. When he finally handed over the thick

onionskin envelope addressed to her parents, he did so hastily, avoiding her eyes and pedaling

away as quickly as he could.Now, standing tall, her shoulders back, she strolls past the women

at the riverbank. They glare at her. She can feel her heart flutter wildly in her breast, but she

passes, straight as sugarcane, mutki on her head, as if she is going to the farmers well, two

miles farther from the village, the only well she is allowed to use.The gossip-eaters no longer

whisper but shout to one another: There goes the Bad Luck Girl! The year she was born,

locusts ate the wheat! Her older sister deserted her husband, never to be seen again!

Shameless! That same year her mother went blind! And her father turned to drink! Disgraceful!

Even the girl’s coloring is suspect. Only Angreji-walli have blue eyes. Does she even belong to

us? To this village?The girl has often wondered about this older sister they talk about. The one

whose face she sees only as a shadow in her dreams, whose existence her parents have

never acknowledged. The gossip-eaters say she left the village thirteen years ago. Why?

Where did she go? How did she escape a place where the gossip-eaters watch your every

move? Did she leave in the dead of night when the cows and goats were asleep? They say she

stole money, but no one in the village has any money. How did she feed herself? Some say she

dressed as a man so she wouldn’t be stopped on the road. Others say she ran off with a circus

boy and was living as a nautch girl, dancing in the Pleasure District miles away in Agra.Three

days ago, old man Munchi with the game leg—her only friend in the village—warned her that if

she didn’t vacate her hut, the headman would insist she marry a widowed farmer or demand

she leave the village.“There is nothing here for you now,” Munchi-ji had said. But how could she

leave—a thirteen-year-old orphan girl with no family or money?Munchi-ji said, “Have courage,

bheti.” He told her where to find her brother-in-law, the husband her older sister had

abandoned all those years ago, in a nearby village. Perhaps he could help her find her

sister.“Why can’t I stay with you?” she had asked.“It would not be proper,” the old man replied

gently. He made his living painting images on the skeletons of peepal leaves. To console her,

he’d given her a painting. Angry, she’d almost thrown it back at him until she saw that the

image was of Lord Krishna, feeding a mango to his consort, Radha, her namesake. It was the

most beautiful gift she had ever received.Radha slows as she approaches the village threshing

ground. Four yoked bulls walk in circles around a large flat stone, grinding wheat. Prem, who

cares for the bulls, is sitting with his back against the hut, asleep. Quietly, she hurries past him

to the narrow path that leads to Ganesh-ji’s temple. The shrine has a slender opening and,

inside, a statue of Lord Ganesh. Gifts are arranged around the Elephant God’s feet: a young

coconut, marigolds, a small pot of ghee, slices of mango. A cone of sandalwood incense

releases a languid curl of smoke.The girl lays Munchi-ji’s painting of Krishna in front of Ganesh-

ji, the Remover of All Obstacles, and begs him to remove the curse of the Bad Luck Girl.By the

time she reaches her brother-in-law’s village ten miles to the west, it is late afternoon and the

sun has moved closer to the horizon. She is sweating through her cotton blouse. Her feet and



ankles are dusty, her mouth dry.She is cautious, entering the village. She crouches in shrubs

and hides behind trees. She knows an alone girl will not be treated kindly. She searches for a

man who looks like the one Munchi-ji described.She sees him. There. Squatting under the

banyan tree, facing her. Her brother-in-law.He has thick, oily, coal-black hair. A long, bumpy

scar snakes from his bottom lip to his chin. He is not young but neither is he old. His bush-shirt

is spotted with curry and his dhoti is stained with dust.Then she notices the woman squatting in

the dirt in front of the man. She is supporting her elbow with one hand, her forearm dangling at

an unnatural angle. Her head is completely covered with her pallu, and she is talking to the

man in a quiet whisper. Radha watches, wondering if her brother-in-law has taken another

wife.She picks up a small stone and throws it at him. She misses. The second time, she hits

him in the thigh, but he merely flicks his hand, as if swatting away an insect. He is listening

intently to the woman. Radha throws more pebbles, managing to hit him several times. At last,

he lifts his head and looks around him.Radha steps into the clearing so he can see her.His

eyes widen, as if he is looking at a ghost. He says, “Lakshmi?”PART ONEONEJaipur, State of

Rajasthan, IndiaNovember 15, 1955Independence changed everything. Independence

changed nothing. Eight years after the British left, we now had free government schools,

running water and paved roads. But Jaipur still felt the same to me as it had ten years ago, the

first time I stepped foot on its dusty soil. On the way to our first appointment of the morning,

Malik and I nearly collided with a man carrying cement bags on his head when a bicycle cut

between us. The cyclist, hugging a six-foot ladder under his arm, caused a horse carriage to

sideswipe a pig, who ran squealing into a narrow alley. At one point, we stepped aside and

waited for a raucous band of hijras to pass. The sari-clad, lipstick-wearing men were singing

and dancing in front of a house to bless the birth of a baby boy. So accustomed were we to the

odors of the city—cow dung, cooking fires, coconut hair oil, sandalwood incense and urine—

that we barely noticed them.What independence had changed was our people. You could see it

in the way they stood, chests puffed, as if they could finally allow themselves to breathe. You

saw it in the way they walked—purposefully, pridefully—to their temples. The way they haggled

—more boldly than before—with the vendors in the bazaar.Malik whistled for a tonga. He was a

small boy, thin as a reed. His whistle, loud enough to be heard as far away as Bombay, always

took me by surprise. He lifted our heavy tiffins into the horse carriage, and the tonga-walla

begrudgingly took us the short five blocks to the Singh estate. The gateman watched as we

stepped off the tonga.Before independence, most Jaipur families lived in cramped family

compounds inside the old Pink City. But generations of Singhs had always lived on an

expansive estate outside the city walls. They were from the ruling class—rajas and minor

princes, commissioned army officers—long used to privilege before, during and even after

British rule. The Singh estate was on a wide boulevard lined with peepal trees. Eight-foot-high

walls spiked with glass shards protected the two-story mansion from view. A marble veranda,

overhung with bougainvillea and jasmine vines, extended along the front and sides of each

story, and cooled the house in summer, when Jaipur could get as hot as a tandoori oven.After

the Singhs’ chowkidar had witnessed our arrival by tonga, we unloaded our cargo. Malik stayed

behind to gossip with the gateman while I walked down the paved stone path flanked by a wide

manicured lawn and up the stone steps to Parvati Singh’s veranda.On this November

afternoon, the air was crisp but humid. Lala, Parvati Singh’s longest-serving help and nanny to

her sons, greeted me at the door. She pulled her sari over her hair as a sign of respect.I smiled

and brought my hands together in a namaste. “Have you been using the magnolia oil, Lala?”

On my last visit, I had slipped her a bottle of my remedy for calloused soles.She hid a smile

behind her pallu as she thrust one bare foot forward and twisted it around to show off her



smooth heel. “Hahn-ji,” she laughed lightly.“Shabash,” I congratulated her. “And how is your

niece?” Lala had brought her fifteen-year-old niece to work at the Singh household six months

ago.The old woman’s brow creased and her smile disappeared. But as she opened her mouth

to answer, her mistress called from inside. “Lakshmi, is that you?”Quickly, Lala rearranged her

features, smiled tightly and indicated with a tilt of her head: she’s fine. Turning toward the

kitchen, she left me to find my own way to Parvati’s bedroom, where I had been many times

before.Parvati was at her rosewood desk. She checked her slim gold wristwatch before

returning to the letter she was writing. A stickler for punctuality, she hated tardiness in others. I,

however, was used to waiting while she dashed off a note to Nehruji or finished a phone call

with a member of the Indo-Soviet League.I set down my tiffins and arranged the cushions on

Parvati’s cream silk divan while she sealed her letter and called for Lala.Instead of the old

servant, Lala’s niece appeared. She kept her large, dark eyes on the floor and her hands

clasped in front of her.Parvati’s eyebrows gathered in a frown. She considered the girl and,

after the briefest of pauses, said, “There will be a guest for lunch. Make sure we have boondi

raita.”The girl blanched and looked as if she might be sick. “There’s no fresh yogurt,

MemSahib.”“Why not?”The girl shifted uneasily. Her eyes searched for an answer in the Turkish

carpet, the framed photo of the prime minister, the mirrored cocktail cabinet.When Parvati

spoke, her words were glass, clear and sharp. “Make sure there is boondi raita for lunch.”The

girl’s lower lip trembled. She looked imploringly at me.I moved to the windows overlooking the

back garden. Parvati was my mistress, too, and I could no more help the girl than could the

tiger skin mounted on the wall.“Today, have Lala bring the tea.” Parvati dismissed the girl and

eased herself onto the divan. Now I could begin her henna. I took my customary seat on the

other end of the chaise and took her hands in mine.Before I came to Jaipur, my ladies relied on

women of the Shudra caste to henna their hands and feet. But the low-caste Shudra women

painted what their mothers had before them: simple dots, dashes, triangles. Just enough to

earn their meager income. My patterns were more intricate; they told stories of the women I

served. My henna paste was finer and silkier than the mixture the Shudra women used. I took

care to rub a lemon and sugar lotion into my ladies’ skin before applying the henna so the

imprint would last for weeks. The darker the henna, the more a woman was loved by her

husband—or so my clients believed—and my rich, cinnamon designs never disappointed. Over

time, my clients had come to believe that my henna could bring wayward husbands back to

their beds or coax a baby from their wombs. Because of this, I could name a price ten times

higher than the Shudra women. And receive it.Even Parvati credited her younger son’s birth to

my henna skills. She had been my first client in Jaipur. When she conceived, I saw the pages

of my appointment book fill up with the ladies of her acquaintance—the elite of Jaipur.Now, as

the henna on her hands was drying and I began drawing on her feet, Parvati bent forward to

observe until our heads were almost touching, her breath sweet with the scent of betel nut. Her

warm sigh grazed my cheek. “You tell me you’ve never been outside India, but I’ve only seen

this fig leaf in Istanbul.”My breath caught and, for an instant, the old fear came over me. On

Parvati’s feet, I had drawn the leaves of the Turkish fig tree—so different from its Rajasthani

cousin, the banyan, the miserly fruit of which was fit only for birds. On her soles, intended for a

husband’s eyes alone, I was painting a large fig, plump and sensual, split in half.I smiled as I

met her eyes and pressed her shoulder back, gently, onto the cushions of the divan. Arching a

brow, I said, “Is that what your husband will notice? That the figs are Turkish?”I pulled a mirror

from my satchel, and held it to the arch of her right foot so she could see the tiny wasp I’d

painted next to the fig. “Your husband surely knows that every fig requires a special wasp to

fertilize the flower deep inside.”Her brows rose in surprise. Her lips, stained a deep plum,



parted. She laughed, a lusty roar that shook the divan. Parvati was a handsome woman with

shapely eyes and a generous mouth, the top lip plumper than the bottom. Her jewel-colored

saris, like the fuchsia silk she wore today, brightened her complexion.She wiped the corners of

her eyes with the end of her sari. “Shabash, Lakshmi!” she said. “Always on the days you’ve

done my henna, Samir can’t stay away from my bed.” Her voice carried the hint of an afternoon

spent on cool cotton sheets, her husband’s thighs warm against hers.With an effort, I banished

the image from my mind. “As it should be,” I murmured before resuming my work on her arch, a

sensitive spot on most women. But she was used to my ministrations and managed never to

shake my reed.She chuckled. “So the Turkish fig leaves remain a mystery, as do your blue eyes

and fair skin.”In the ten years I’d been serving her, Parvati had not let this matter rest. India was

a land of coal-black irises. Blue eyes demanded an explanation. Did I have a sordid past? A

European father? Or, even worse, an Anglo-Indian mother? I was thirty years old, born during

British rule and used to aspersions being cast on my parentage. I never let Parvati’s comments

provoke me.I draped a wet cloth over the henna paste and poured some clove oil from a bottle

onto my palm. I rubbed my palms together to warm the oil, then reached for her hands to rub

off the dried henna paste. “Consider, Ji, that an ancestor of mine might have been seduced by

Marco Polo. Or Alexander the Great.” As I massaged her fingers, flakes of dried henna paste

fell onto the towel below. The design I’d painted on her hands began to emerge. “Like you, I

may have warrior blood running through my veins.”“Oh, Lakshmi, be serious!” Her bell-shaped

gold-and-pearl earrings danced merrily as she let out another laugh. Parvati and I were both

born to the two highest Hindu castes, she a Kshatriya and me a Brahmin. But she could never

bring herself to treat me as an equal because I touched the feet of ladies as I painted their

henna. Feet were considered unclean, only to be handled by the low-caste Shudras. So even

though her caste had relied on mine for centuries to educate their children and perform

spiritual rites, in the eyes of Jaipur’s elite, I was now a fallen Brahmin.But women like Parvati

paid well. I gave no attention to her needling as I removed the last of the paste from her hands.

Over time, I had saved a great deal and was so close to getting what I wanted—a house of my

own. It would have marble floors to cool my feet after a day of crisscrossing the city on foot. As

much running water as I wanted instead of begging my landlady to fill my mutki. A front door to

which only I had the key. A house no one could force me to leave. At fifteen, I’d been turned out

from my village to marry when my parents could no longer afford to feed me. Now I could afford

to feed them, take care of them. They hadn’t responded to any of the letters or gifts of money

I’d sent over the years, but surely they would change their minds and come to Jaipur now that I

was offering them a bed in my very own home? My parents would finally see that everything

had turned out all right. Until we were reunited, I would keep my pride in check. Hadn’t Gandhi-

ji said, An eye for an eye makes the whole world blind?The sound of breaking glass startled us.

I watched a cricket ball roll across the carpet and come to rest in front of the divan. A moment

later, Ravi, Parvati’s older son, walked through the veranda doors, bringing with him the

November chill.“Bheta! Close that door at once!”Ravi grinned. “I pitched a burner and Govind

wasn’t ready for it.” He spotted the ball near the divan and scooped it up.“He’s so much

younger than you are, Ravi.” Parvati was indulgent with her sons, especially with the younger

boy, Govind, the child who in her opinion was surely the product of my henna applications (I

had done nothing to discourage that notion).Since I’d last seen him, Ravi had grown taller and

broader across the shoulders. His square chin and jaw, so much like his father’s, were now

shadowed. He must have started shaving. With the rosy complexion and long eyelashes he

had inherited from his mother, he was almost pretty.He tossed the ball in the air, and caught it,

with one hand behind his back. “Is there tea?” It could have been his father speaking—so alike



was their boarding-school English.Parvati rang the silver bell she kept next to the divan. “You

and Govind take yours on the lawn. And tell the chowkidar we need a glass-walla to replace

the pane.”Ravi grinned at us, winking at me on his way out. He closed the door so carelessly

another shard of glass fell out. I watched him jog gracefully across the lawn. Three gardeners,

their heads wrapped in mufflers, were weeding, watering and trimming hibiscus shrubs and

sweet honeysuckle vines in the back garden.Ravi’s appearance was the perfect segue to what

I’d come here to accomplish. Still, I needed to move forward cautiously.“Home from boarding

school?”“Hahn. I wanted Ravi to help me cut the ribbon on the new gymkhana. You know

Nehru-ji—how he wants to modernize India.” She sighed and laid her head against the

cushion, as if she were besieged by daily calls from the prime minister. For all I knew, she

was.Lala entered with a silver tea tray. While I took out the savories I had cooked especially for

Parvati from a tiffin, I heard her say to the older woman, “Did I not tell you to send her away?”

Her voice was reproachful.The servant put her hands together in prayer, touching them to her

lips. “My niece has nowhere to go. I am her only family now. Please, Ji. We are at your mercy.

Won’t you reconsider?”I had never seen Lala so distressed. I turned away, afraid she was

about to drop to her knees. A shrine for Lord Ganesh sat on a small table beside the four-

poster bed. A garland of gardenias and another of tulsi leaves were draped around the statue,

in front of which a diya burned. As modern as she liked to portray herself, Parvati spent every

morning praying to the gods. I used to pray to my namesake, Lakshmi, the Goddess of Beauty

and Wealth. Maa loved reciting the story of the Brahmin farmer who offered his scythe, his sole

possession, to the goddess. In gratitude, she gave the farmer a magic basket that produced

food any time he desired. But that was only a story, as true as any other Maa told and, at

seventeen, I turned my back on the gods, just as now I turned away from Ganesh’s

shrine.Parvati was still addressing Lala. “I wouldn’t want to lose you, too, Lala. See that the girl

is gone today.” She glared at Lala until the servant dropped her gaze, her shoulders drooping.I

watched Lala leave the room, She did not look up. I wondered what Lala’s niece had done to

make her mistress so angry.Parvati reached for her cup and saucer, a signal for me to pick up

my own. The tea set was the kind the English loved, depicting women in corseted gowns, men

in pantaloons, curly-haired girls in frocks. Before independence, these objects had signified my

ladies’ admiration for the British. Now, they signified their scorn. My ladies had changed nothing

but the reasons for their pretense. If I had learned anything from them, it was this: only a fool

lives in water and remains an enemy of the crocodile.I took a sip of tea and raised my

eyebrows. “Your son has grown into a handsome young man.”“Unlike the Rao boy who thinks

he’s the Rajasthani Devdas.”Parvati, like my other ladies, said things to me she would never

have said to one of her peers. I was childless and, therefore, a subject of pity, someone to

whom my ladies could feel superior. At thirty, I was neither a foolish girl nor a gossipy matron.

My ladies had long assumed my husband had abandoned me—an assumption I’d taken no

trouble to contradict. I still wore the vermillion bindi on my forehead, announcing to the world

that I was married. Without this assortment of credentials, I would never have been allowed

into the confidence of my ladies, or into bedrooms like the one I found myself in now, my feet

resting on pink Salumbar marble, my mistress seated next to me on a rosewood divan.I took

another sip of my chai. “Finding a perfect match for such a perfect son! I certainly don’t envy

you.”“He’s only seventeen. At twelve, I lost him to the Mayo School. A year from now, I’ll lose

him once again to Oxford. Losing him to a wife? I can’t bear to think about that now.”I adjusted

my sari. “That’s smart of you. The Dutts, I fear, may have been in too much of a hurry.”I caught

the sparkle in her eye.“Meaning?”“Well,” I continued. “They’ve only just arranged for their son to

marry the Kumar girl. You know the one—with the beauty spot on her cheek? Of course, the



marriage will be put off until he’s completed his degree.” I looked out the window at her sons in

their cricket whites. “The good ones are going like hot jalebis. Once a son is off to Britain or

America, parents worry he’ll come home with a wife who doesn’t speak a word of Hindi.”“Quite.

The happiest marriages are when parents choose the girl. Just look at Samir and me.”I could

have said something, but I didn’t. Instead, I made a show of blowing on my tea. “I also heard

the Akbar girl has been promised to Muhammad Ismail’s boy. One of Ravi’s classmates, isn’t

he?”I took another sip while holding Parvati’s gaze.She sat a little straighter and looked out the

window. On the lawn, Lala’s niece was serving the boys their tea. Ravi spoke to the girl and

tapped her nose once, playfully, which brought a fit of giggles from her.Parvati frowned. Without

taking her eyes off the scene outside, she leaned toward me, slowly, like a baby bird, a sign for

me to feed her. I placed a namkeen in her mouth, the one I’d made this morning, seasoned

with parsley. Like all my ladies, she never suspected that the ingredients in my treats,

combined with what I drew on her hands and feet, fueled her desire and her husband’s

lust.After a moment, she turned from the window and set her teacup delicately on the table.“If I

wanted a match—and I’m not saying I do...” She dabbed her mouth with a napkin. “Would you

have anyone in mind?”“There are many eligible girls in Jaipur, as you know.” I smiled at her

over the rim of my cup. “But Ravi is not just any boy.”When she turned to look at her sons

again, Lala’s niece was gone. Parvati’s face relaxed. “When I ask him to, Ravi always comes

down from school. What’s the good of sending him away, Samir says.” She laughed lightly. “But

I miss him. Govind misses him, too. He was only three when Ravi went to boarding school.”She

lifted the teapot and poured herself another cup of chai. “Have you heard anything of Rai

Singh’s daughter? They say she’s quite striking.”“Pity. Only yesterday she was snatched up for

Mrs. Rathore’s son.” I let out a sigh. It was delicate, this conversation we were having, one

where neither Parvati nor I could tip our hand.She searched my face with narrowed eyes.

“Something tells me you have a girl in mind.”“Oh, I fear you’ll think my choice unsuitable.”“How

so?”“Well...unconventional, perhaps.”“Unconventional? You know me better than that, Lakshmi.

I went not once, but twice, to the Soviet Union last year. Nehru-ji insisted I go with the Indo-

Soviet League. Come now, let’s hear it.”“Well...” I pretended to tuck a strand of hair back into

my bun. “The girl’s not Rajput.”She raised one tweezed brow, but would not look away. I held

her gaze. “She’s Brahmin.”Parvati blinked. She may have thought herself a woman of the times,

but the possibility of Ravi marrying outside his caste was something she hadn’t entertained.

For centuries, each of the four Hindu castes—even the merchant and laborer castes—married

largely within their own group.I fed Parvati another snack.“I can’t imagine a better match for the

Singh family,” I continued. “The girl is beautiful. Fair. Well-educated. High-spirited. The sort Ravi

would appreciate. And her family’s well connected. Oh, has your tea gone cold? I fear mine

has.”“Do we know the girl?”“Since she was a child, in fact. Shall I call for more?” I set my cup

down and reached for the silver bell, but Parvati caught me by the forearm.“Forget the tea,

Lakshmi! Tell me about the girl or I’ll wipe my feet on this towel and ruin the last hour’s

work.”Instead of meeting her eyes, I tapped the henna on her feet to test for dryness. “The girl’s

name is Sheela Sharma. Mr. V. M. Sharma’s daughter.”Parvati knew the Sharmas, of course.

The two families often moved in the same business circles. Mr. Sharma’s construction

company, the largest in Rajasthan, had just won the contract to remodel the maharaja’s

Rambagh Palace. Parvati’s husband owned an architectural firm that designed many of the

residential and commercial buildings in the city. It would be an unexpected union of two

prominent families. If I could pull it off, Jaipur’s elite would be clamoring for my services as a

matchmaker, a far more lucrative prospect than being a henna artist.She cocked her head.

“But...Sheela’s still a child.”Over the past year, rice puddings and extra helpings of chapatti with



ghee had added a layer of soft flesh to Sheela’s body. Now, she looked less like a girl and more

like a young woman.“Sheela’s fifteen,” I said. “And quite lovely. She attends the Maharani

School for Girls. Just last week her music master told me her singing reminded him of Lata

Mangeshkar.”I picked up my teacup. I could imagine the list Parvati was making in her head,

the same one I had made in mine the previous week. On the plus side: the two businesses—

Sharma Construction and Singh Architects—once allied, would be more profitable than either

were on their own; and Parvati would have an English-speaking daughter-in-law to entertain

politicians and nawabs. The only minus: Sheela was of high caste—but the wrong one. There

was more I wouldn’t disclose: the ugly twist of Sheela’s mouth before she yanked her cousin’s

pigtails, the way she ordered her nanny about and the laziness her music tutor despaired of. I

had spent years in the homes of my ladies, watching their progeny mature. I knew their

children’s personalities, the tics that even a professional matchmaker wouldn’t catch. But these

were flaws for a husband to discover, not for me to reveal.Parvati was quiet. She toyed with the

fringe on one of the small bolsters.“Remember the Gupta wedding?”I smiled in

acknowledgment.“The moment I saw your maiden-in-the-garden design for the bridal henna, I

knew she would deliver a baby boy before the year was up. And so she did.”The Gupta girl’s

marriage had been a love match, but I didn’t share that with Parvati.“Your work does perform

miracles.” Her smile was coy. “I think you could help someone very dear to us.”I tilted my head

politely, not sure where she was headed.“Last night, Samir and I were at the Rambagh Palace.

A fundraising event for the final portion of the gymkhana,” she said pointedly. She wanted me to

know she was progressive, after all. “The maharaja told us he was turning his palace into a

hotel. Can you imagine? We fought for independence and threw the English out, only to have

them move back into our palaces?” She shook her head, annoyed.I understood: only wealthy

Europeans, mostly Britishers, would be able to afford the rates.“The maharani wasn’t at the

function last night, which was highly unusual. Latika loves parties.” Parvati lowered her voice. “I

heard she has been...out of sorts.”I waited.She rubbed her palms together and inhaled the

fragrance of the henna. “Might your talents put her right?”I had waited so long for Parvati to

make an introduction to the palace! At the thought of it, I set my cup down, afraid my hand

might shake. A commission with the maharani would inevitably lead to others. I would have my

house paid off before I knew it! Already I was doing the calculations in my head, barely

listening to what Parvati was saying.She leaned forward for another savory, and I placed one

on her tongue, careful not to meet her eyes. I was afraid she would see the eagerness in mine.

She might already have seen my fingers tremble.“I told His Highness how your henna helped

me conceive my Govind. Discreetly, of course. If I were to recommend you to the palace...”I

could see where she was going now. Parvati wanted me to make the match for Ravi, but she

didn’t want to pay for it. What cheek! A marriage arrangement took both skill and effort. She

would easily have paid a man of high caste and a title two or three times what she might pay

me. Even if I had agreed to take a mere ten thousand rupees, my services would still be a

bargain. I could expect to put in weeks, even months, of work before all parties were satisfied.

And it was not unheard of for a match to be rejected—for all that work to come to nothing.Here

was Parvati, hoping I would make the match in exchange for an introduction to the palace.

Before I countered, I needed to think. Her blood relation to the royal family (her father was a

cousin of one of the maharanis) would guarantee me, at the very least, an appointment with

the palace. But what Indian woman, no matter how wealthy, wouldn’t try to bargain? If she

didn’t, she’d come off as a fool, easy prey. So if I accepted, outright, what Parvati was offering, I

would seal my reputation as a woman who could be easily outmaneuvered. The risk to me was

that I might—or might not—end up working for the palace at all. An appointment didn’t



guarantee me anything.Sensing my hesitation, Parvati leaned forward and looked at me until I

was forced to meet her gaze. “If I had the talent for drawing you have, Lakshmi, I might have

gone into your profession.” To my ladies, the word profession was a slander, not a compliment.I

swallowed. “Oh, Ji, your life was meant for grander things. Who else could throw such lavish

parties for politicians? Someone has to do the work of making them feel welcome.”She

chuckled in appreciation of my retort. And now we settled back into a comfortable footing: me,

the underling; she, the MemSahib.But I meant to play my final hand. “Your confidence is well-

placed, but I must warn you: Her Highness will probably expect the very best supplies.”Parvati

pursed her lips. She looked thoughtful. “Would six thousand rupees cover it?”I straightened the

velvet cloth under Parvati’s feet and tested the paste, then reached for the clove oil to remove

the dried henna. “Some of the products may have to come from far away. The Kaffir lime

leaves, for example. The most potent ones come from Thailand.”She was quiet. Had I

overplayed my hand? I could feel the pulse at my temples as I massaged her feet.She squinted

at the Pan Am calendar on the far wall. “Our holiday party is coming up,” she said finally.

“December 20. That same afternoon I could give a special henna party for the girls in Ravi’s

circle.” Parvati tapped her rosy cheek. “I’m thinking I might get that Shakespeareana Group to

come. The kids are mad for their performances.” This would be her opportunity to scrutinize the

girls who would be suitable for Ravi. Sheela Sharma was sure to be among them.She

stretched her feet and turned them one way and then the other as she examined my work. “But

perhaps your calendar is already full? Would you check?”A henna party would be a lot of work,

but it would be well worth the promise of an introduction to the palace.I gave her my most

gracious smile. “For you, MemSahib, my calendar is always open.”She grinned, showing her

small, even teeth, her bright eyes. “It’s settled, then. Nine thousand for the Maharani Latika’s

supplies?”I released the breath I’d been holding. I had secured my first marriage commission,

and while it wasn’t as lucrative as I’d hoped, it would help me take another step toward

finishing, and paying for, the house I would share with my parents—my apology for all I had put

them through. Now all I had to do was make the match happen.As I replaced her heavy gold

anklets, I said, “And you must let the henna party be my gift to you.”On the Singh veranda, I

slipped into my sandals. I spotted Malik laughing with the head gardener on the front lawn,

under the enormous apple tree, its bare branches spiky against the cloudless sky.I called out to

him.He ran to me on his stick legs. He could have been six or ten. How many meals had he

missed before I’d finally noticed him, a half-naked street urchin in dirty shorts, following me

around the city? I’d handed him a few tiffins to carry, and he’d smiled, a gap where his front two

teeth would have been. Since that day three years ago, we’d worked together, mostly in

silence. I’d never asked where he lived or whether he slept on hard ground.“Any news?” I

asked. While I worked on my ladies, Malik often ran errands. Every day for the past few

months, he had checked the train station to see if my parents had arrived. By now they would

have received the money for the train tickets I’d sent them in my last letter. But so far, there had

been no word.He shook his head and frowned; he hated disappointing me.I sighed. “Please get

the tonga.”He ran off in the direction of the front gate. Today, he was wearing the yellow cotton

shirt I’d given him to replace the bush-shirt he used to wear. His navy blue knickers were new,

too. He refused to wear shoes, however, preferring cheap rubber sandals, which were often

stolen by the other children in his neighborhood. The sandals were easier to replace; he could

always steal someone else’s. Today’s pair, I noticed, were a size too big.Malik would have to

get to a busy street to hail a rickshaw, so I sat on the veranda wall to wait, soothed by the

fragrance of frangipani. I plucked two blossoms from the vine and tucked them behind my ear.

Tonight, I would put them in a glass of water and wash my blouse with the scented water in the



morning.I removed a tiny notebook from a pouch I’d sewn inside my petticoat. My father, the

village schoolteacher, would rap his students’ knuckles with a ruler if they failed to provide the

correct answers. To avoid such a punishment, I’d started keeping notebooks, in which I

diligently recorded (and memorized) multiplication tables, names of British viceroys and Hindi

verbs. It became a habit, and later, I used notebooks for appointment dates and times,

summaries of conversations, supplies I needed to purchase.On the page labeled Parvati

Singh, I wrote November 15: 40 rupees for hands/feet. Next, I wrote the date for the henna

party at Parvati’s house and noted the nine thousand rupees I would receive for the marriage

commission. I knew that Mrs. Sharma, another client of mine, was clever enough to grasp the

benefits of a Singh-Sharma union. She was blind to her daughter’s petulant nature, but I had

no doubts that Ravi Singh’s charms could overcome it.I turned to a blank page. With a shaking

hand I wrote Maharaja Sawai Mohinder Singh and Maharani Latika—palace commission? My

mind was full of possibilities. Such an engagement would have every woman in Jaipur

demanding my services. I might, perhaps, retire that henna reed sooner than I’d planned. Just

then, my mother’s words echoed in my head: stretch your legs only as far as your bed. I was

getting too far ahead of myself.I closed the notebook and shut my eyes. Thirteen years ago, my

only desire was to get as far as possible from the husband my parents had relinquished me to.

I would never have imagined that I would, one day, be free to come and go as I pleased, to

negotiate the terms of my life. How would my parents react when they saw all that I’d

accomplished? How often had I thought about the day I would take them to my house, show

them the beautiful terrazzo floor I had designed, the electric ceiling fan, the courtyard where I

would grow my herbs, the Western privy no one in their village could afford? I’d hoped the

builder would have finished everything by the time they arrived, but I kept adding little luxuries.

And once my parents saw what I had designed, surely they wouldn’t mind sleeping at my

lodgings until the house was complete?I pictured the astonishment on my parents’ faces when

they took it all in. I could hear my father saying, Bheti, all this is yours? How proud they would

be at the life I had made for myself. I would feed them rich kheers and subji and tandoori rotis

till their stomachs were full to bursting. I would buy them sleeping cots so new the jute strings

would squeak under their weight. I would hire a malish to massage Pitaji’s tired feet. I could see

Maa, now, lounging on a rosewood settee like Parvati’s! And—why not—silk cushions! Stuffed

with feathers! I was getting so carried away—of course, I couldn’t afford all this just yet—that I

couldn’t help laughing at myself.“Am I that funny looking, Lakshmi?”When I opened my eyes, I

saw Samir Singh coming up the steps, and my world suddenly felt lighter. Where Parvati was

round, her husband was angular: sharp nose, bony chin, jutting cheekbones. It was his eyes I

found the most appealing: a rich brown with the striations of a glass marble, alive with curiosity,

ready to be amused. Even when his face was still, his eyes could flirt, coax, tease. In the ten

years I’d known him, the hollows underneath his eyelids had deepened and his hairline had

receded, but he’d never lost his restless energy.“The one-eyed man is king among the blind,” I

replied, smiling.He laughed as he stepped out of his shoes. Samir was that curious blend of the

new India and the old; he wore tailored English suits but followed Indian customs. “Arré! What

does a silly monkey know of the taste of ginger?”“One who cannot dance blames the floor.”This

was a game we often played, trading proverbs. I’d learned mine from my mother’s prudent

tongue; his had come from years at boarding school and Oxford.I stood, tucked the pencil in

my bun and slipped the notebook in the pocket of my petticoat.He arched one eyebrow as he

walked toward me. “Are you hiding the Singh silver in there?”I smiled coyly. “Among other

things.”“I see you’ve already helped yourself to my flora?” His eyes were on the frangipani

tucked behind my ear. He leaned in, close, and inhaled. “Bilkul intoxicating,” he whispered, his



breath warm on my earlobe, shaking something loose inside of me, just below my

belly.Thirteen years had passed since I’d last felt the heat of a man against my skin, the weight

against my breasts. If I turned my head just slightly, my lips might have grazed Samir’s; I could

have let my own breath warm the hollow space between his neck and collar. But Samir was a

natural flirt. And I was still a married woman. One wrong move and I could lose my livelihood,

my independence, my plans for the future. I was alert to the sound of servants approaching—

the swish of a broom, the slap of bare feet on stone. Reluctantly, I took a step back.“You have

an intoxicating wife, as you’ll soon see for yourself.”Samir grinned. “On the days when Lakshmi

Shastri has attended her, Mrs. Singh is always feeling very...amorous. Speaking of which...” He

held out his hand.“Ah.” I removed three muslin sachets from the folds of my sari and set them

in his palm. “You’re a lucky man, Sahib. A wife waiting in the bedroom and freedom outside of

it.”He weighed the sachets in his hand, as if weighing rubies.“Freedom is relative, Lakshmi.”

With one deft move, he laid several hundred-rupee notes and a piece of paper in my hand. “At

one time the British were over us. Now they’re just under our feet.”I unfolded the paper and

read the note inside. “An Angrezi woman?”“Even the English need your services. She’s

expecting you tomorrow. She’ll be home.” He put the sachets in his pocket and said, “How’s the

house coming?”Now would be the time to tell him how the builder had suggested, rudely, that I

settle up my debt. I still owed four thousand rupees. But that excess was no one’s fault but

mine. I was greedy for the kinds of things my ladies had: an inlaid stone floor, a Western toilet,

double thick walls to repel the noonday heat. The problem was my own creation and I alone

would solve it. A successful marriage commission would help put me in good standing. I said,

“Tomorrow they will seal the terrazzo with goat milk. You should see it.”His eyes dropped to my

lips. “Are you offering me a private tour?”I laughed. “You’ve already thrown my schedule off,

and you think I should reward you?”From behind me came another voice. “He deserves

paradise who makes his companions laugh!”Samir and I both turned to see who had just

spoken. A tall man, dressed neatly in a gray wool suit and red tie, bounded up the steps of the

veranda. Only his dark curls were in disarray.Samir stepped aside to embrace the newcomer.

“Kumar!” he said. “Glad to see you, old chum! You made it out to Jaipur. Finally!”“I didn’t trust

the Shimla railway to get me here in time for lunch—or even dinner,” Kumar said, glancing at

me with a bashful smile, revealing two overlapping front teeth. “Pleased to meet you, Mrs.

Singh.”Had Samir and I been standing that close to one another?Samir patted Kumar’s back

heartily. “Nahee-nahee. Allow me to present Mrs. Lakshmi Shastri, purveyor of beauty to all of

Jaipur.”“I see she hasn’t started on you yet, Sammy.”Samir chuckled. Kumar looked at me, at

Samir, at the veranda, his shoes, then back at me. Eyes like these belonged to the

cautious.“Lakshmi, meet an old friend from Oxford. Jay Kumar. Dr. Kumar.”I folded my hands in

a namaste just as the doctor extended his hand to shake mine, jabbing me on the wrist.Samir

laughed. “Forgive him, Lakshmi. Too much time abroad. No wife to teach him Indian ways.”The

color rose in Dr. Kumar’s face, his eyes darting from Samir to me. “My apologies, Mrs.

Shastri.”“No bother, Doctor.” Over his shoulder, I could see Malik watching us from the veranda

steps. “Tonga?” I asked him.Malik wagged his head back and forth in confirmation. A few

blocks from the Singh house, we would abandon the horse carriage and continue in a cheaper

rickshaw to our next henna appointment.“Pleased to meet you, Dr. Kumar. Till next time,

Sammy.” Coming from me, the old nickname must have sounded as ridiculous to their ears as it

did to mine. They both laughed.I picked up the tiffins and my vinyl carrier and reminded Malik

to fetch the other two holdalls under the apple tree. As I nodded my goodbye to the two men, I

was thinking that I must remember to note Samir’s payment for the sachets in my notebook.I

went down the steps and heard Samir say, “Let’s go in. Parvati is very much looking forward to



meeting you!” On the last step, my sandal caught, and I turned to replace it on my foot. I

glanced up just in time to see the doctor watching me as the front door closed.At the corner of

the veranda stood Lala, biting her lip, her hands nervously twisting the ends of her pallu. I

thought I saw a plea in her eyes and almost went back up the steps to meet her, but she turned

quickly and was gone.A busy day of henna appointments had stretched into evening once

again, and Malik and I were both exhausted. We stopped just outside the Pink City Bazaar,

which was coming to life at this late hour—women in patterned saris selecting hairpins, men in

kurthas munching spicy chaat, old men killing time, their glowing beedis cutting orange arcs

through the dusky night. I envied them their easy camaraderie, the freedom with which the

laborer and merchant castes moved about at night.Since Partition, the pedestrian walkways of

the old Pink City streets had become narrower, crowded as they were on both sides with tiny,

makeshift shops, sometimes with nothing more than an old sari or canvas cloth tenting them.

The old bazaar vendors had made room for the Punjabi and Sindhi refugees from West

Pakistan to set up stalls that sold everything from spices to bangles. After all, the Jaipuri

merchants joked, the Pink City was painted the color of hospitality for a reason.Malik lived

somewhere inside one of the many buildings that made up the Pink City. I had never asked

whether he had a sibling, a mother or a father. It was enough that he and I were together ten

hours a day and that he hauled my tiffins, flagged down rickshaws and tongas, haggled with

suppliers. We shared confidences, of course, like the look of impatience he’d given me today

when our last client kept us waiting an hour.I placed three rupee coins in his palm, after making

him promise he would buy real food for his dinner instead of greasy snacks. “You’re a growing

boy,” I reminded him, as if he weren’t aware of it.He grinned and took off like a top, winding his

way between shoppers toward the bright lights.I called out after him, “Chapatti and subji,

agreed?”He turned around, waving his free hand in the air. “And chaat. You can’t expect a

growing boy to starve,” he said quickly, and disappeared into the thick crowd.As I climbed into a

waiting rickshaw, I thought about visiting my house—so close to being finished—to check the

progress. If I failed to inspect it every other day, the builder, Naraya, was quick to cut corners,

which meant I would then have to quarrel with him, insist that he tear things apart and start

over (I’d had to do this more than once). But it was late, and I was too tired to bicker. I told the

rickshaw-walla to take me to my lodgings.By the time I locked the gate behind me and hurried

across Mrs. Iyengar’s interior courtyard, it was eight o’clock. My stomach rumbled with hunger. I

set my empty tiffins next to the waterspout. I would scrub them tonight as soon as Mrs.

Iyengar’s servant had finished washing her dishes. I was about to head up the stairs to my

rented room when my landlady called to me from an open doorway.“Good evening, Ji.” I

brought my hands together in a namaste.“Good evening, Mrs. Shastri.”Mrs. Iyengar wiped her

hands on a small towel. Hot mirch threatened to make me sneeze. The Iyengars were from the

South, and they liked their food so spicy it burned my throat just to smell it.A short, squat

woman, Mrs. Iyengar gazed up at me. Her eyes were stern. “You had a visitor today.”No one

visited me here except Malik, whom Mrs. Iyengar referred to as “that ruffian.”Her gold bracelets

tinkled as she rubbed dried atta off her fingers. “He asked to wait in your room. But you know I

don’t allow that sort of thing here.” She shot a warning glance at me.In a soothing voice, I

assured her, “You did quite right, Mrs. Iyengar. Did he say what he wanted?”“He asked if you

were the lady from Ajar village. I told him I didn’t know.” She searched my face to see if I would

add to the sparse details of my past. “He had a big-big scar.” She ran a finger from the corner

of her mouth to her chin. “From here to here.” Wagging that same finger at me, she frowned.

“Not a sign of good character, in my opinion.”My heart thumped against my ribs as I reached

for her hand—as much to calm myself as to placate her. “Cooking can make the hands so dry,



don’t you think? If you’d like, I can rub some geranium oil on them tomorrow.”A crease formed

between her brows, and she looked down at her hands, as if she had never seen them before.

“I wouldn’t want to trouble you.”“It’s no bother. And the next time your husband reaches for you,

he will remember you as his young bride.” I laughed airily, turning to go. Keeping my tone light, I

said, “I don’t suppose this visitor said when he’d be back?”Mrs. Iyengar was busy clearing

sticky batter from under her fingernails. “He didn’t say,” she said.Her servant, who had started

cleaning pots in the courtyard, said, “I just saw him across the street when I went to throw the

vegetable scraps out for the cows.”As Mrs. Iyengar scolded her servant for not minding her own

business, I made my escape to the second-floor landing and into my room, bolting the door

behind me. My heart was beating wildly, and I tried to calm my breathing. Hadn’t I expected

Hari to turn up one day? Always, I had kept an eye out for the heavy eyebrows and that awful

scar. Then, as the years passed without incident, I fooled myself into thinking my husband

would never find me.How had he tracked me here? In my letters to Maa and Pitaji, begging

their forgiveness for my desertion, I had been careful never to reveal my address. Even when

I’d sent them money for the train tickets to Jaipur, I had instructed them to ask for Malik at the

train station, and he would lead them to me. But so far, Malik had reported that no one had

asked for him at the station. Had my parents sent Hari to fetch me back home instead? Did

they resent me so much, still? Would they never forgive me?Without turning on the overhead

light, I walked to my window and looked out. There, almost hidden by the mango tree across

the street, was the bottom half of a white dhoti, glowing in the darkness. Then the red arc of a

beedi. No one loitered in this residential neighborhood this late at night. Mrs. Iyengar’s servant

said she’d seen him a few minutes ago. It had to be Hari. I had to think—to figure out a way to

meet him away from here.I heard the soft footfalls of Mrs. Iyengar’s other tenant, Mr. Pandey,

on the stairs, and opened my door. He was lost in his own thoughts, and looked up,

startled.“Mrs. Shastri, good evening.” His full lips parted in a slow smile that built up gradually.

His eyes drooped at the ends, making him seem kind and patient, a desirable trait for a music

master. He kept his hair long; the ends curled neatly around his shoulders. Sometimes I

pictured him in bed with his wife, his hair intertwined with hers on the pillows.“Namaste, Sahib.”

I clasped my hands together in greeting, to keep them from trembling. “How goes the

teaching?”“Only as well as the student.” He smiled.“Sheela Sharma sang beautifully at the

women’s gathering for the Gupta wedding. Thanks to you.”“Nahee-nahee,” he laughed softly,

touching his earlobes to ward off jealous spirits. “We have far to go before we turn Sheela into

Lata Mangeshkar.” He had been tutoring Sheela Sharma since she was a young girl, and from

the little he’d told me, I gathered Sheela’s natural talent had made her arrogant and not a little

lazy. Unless she applied herself, it seemed unlikely she would ever equal the musical prowess

of the legendary singer—quite the opposite of what I’d told Parvati.“And Mrs. Pandey’s

health?”“Excellent. Thank you for asking.”“Mr. Pandey, would you kindly do me a favor?” I was

talking so softly he moved closer to hear. I pulled my notebook from inside my petticoat, tore off

a page and wrote quickly. I folded the note and held it out to him. He took it, without moving his

eyes from mine.“There’s a man across the road. He’s smoking a beedi. Would you please give

this to him? It would not be proper for me to meet him alone...” I let my voice trail off, dropping

my eyes and stepping backward.He cleared his throat. “Of course, of course. Now?”“If you

wouldn’t mind.”He held up a hand and wagged his head. “It’s no bother.” He set off down the

stairs.I rushed to my bedroom window. My lights were still off, so I could look outside without

being seen. I recognized Mr. Pandey’s white kurtha pyjama. He crossed the street, then

hesitated. A few paces to his left, a match flared, and he turned toward it. I let out the breath I’d

been holding.TWOWet plaster, cement, stone. My new home smelled of these. Earlier this



evening, I had resisted the urge to come here and check the builder’s progress. At ten o’clock

at night, when I should have been doing my accounts and preparing for the next day, I stood in

my unfinished home waiting for Hari, my hand gripping the knife I used for cutting plants and

splitting seeds.Outside, the light from the streetlamp fell across my beautiful floor, revealing a

mosaic of saffron flowers in the round, spiraling boteh leaves and vases with feminine curves. I

thought of Hazi and Nasreen and the other courtesans in the city of Agra who had first

introduced me to the designs of their native lands—Isfahan, Marrakech, Kabul, Calcutta,

Madras, Cairo. In the city of the Taj Mahal, where I worked for three years after leaving Hari

and before coming to Jaipur, I decorated the arms, hips and backs of the pleasure women with

henna. My patterns became more fanciful with time. I would place a Persian peacock inside a

Turkish clamshell, turn an Afghan mountain bird into a Moroccan fan. So when it came time to

design the floor of my house, I created a pattern as complex as the henna I had painted on

those women’s bodies, delighting in the knowledge that its meaning was known only to me.The

saffron flowers represented sterility. Incapable of producing seed as I had proved incapable of

producing children. The Ashoka lion, like the icon of our new Republic, a symbol of my

ambition. I wanted more, always, for what my hands could accomplish, what my wits could

achieve—more than my parents had thought possible. The fine work beneath my feet required

the skill of artisans who worked exclusively for the palace. All financed by the painstaking

preparations of my charmed oils, lotions, henna paste and, most importantly, the herb sachets I

supplied Samir.Had Hari come to take all this away from me?Crunch, crunch. Footsteps on the

gravel outside. I slid my thumb gingerly along the sharp edge of the knife.There was a pause.

Then the footsteps continued, stopping at my front door. I stood to one side of that door now, in

the dark, taking shallow breaths.The door opened, and Hari entered the room. He stood

illuminated in the streetlight, as if he were onstage. His hair was still thick and wavy, falling into

his eyes. His profile, sharp, but his jawline, soft. The high cheekbones made him almost

handsome. I watched his eyes circle the room until they came to rest on me.For a long

moment, we regarded one another. His eyes traveled—slowly—from my face, down the length

of my fine cotton sari to my silver sandals. I resisted the urge to pull my sari tighter around

me.His mouth opened. He attempted a smile, a shy one. “You’re keeping well.”Did he mean it?

Or would he follow a kind remark with a cutting one, as he used to do?His shirt was torn under

one armpit and spotted with curry stains. His dhoti was covered with dust. Loose flesh

gathered under his chin. He was thinner than I remembered. The smell of his sweat and cheap

cigarettes filled the space between us.When I didn’t answer, he walked to the plastered wall,

rubbed his palm flat against it. He looked impressed. I flinched; I didn’t want him touching what

was mine.He considered the mosaic on the floor. “Is this...? Who lives here? I thought—don’t

you live at the other place? With the South Indians?”“It’s mine. I built it.” I heard the pride in my

own voice.He frowned and tilted his head, as if trying to understand. We had once lived in a

one-room hut, his mother sleeping in the front half with the kitchen utensils, he and I in the

back. A curtain between the two areas.He covered his mouth with his hand and left it there, as

if deep in thought. “You built this?”This was the Hari I knew. The one who never believed me

worthy of anything but rooting and minding children.“I earned it. All of it.” And then, before I

could help myself, “More than you ever did.”A hard light came into his eyes. His mouth twisted.

“I...? You deserted me, remember?” He closed his eyes and shook his head quickly, as if to

shake off his anger. “I don’t want to get off to a bad start, Lakshmi. What’s done is done, right?

I forgive you. We’ll start over.”At first, looking at his clothes and the ragged state of him, I had

been tempted to feel sympathy. How foolish of me! Granted, he had earned his bitterness: a

barren wife is a thing of shame. A burden that justifies returning her to her family. At fifteen, I’d



been too timid, too naive, to navigate Hari’s rough ways. In the intervening years, I had learned

not to be cowed easily. I would make no apologies.“You forgive me? After the way you treated

me?”He looked confused. “But your sister said...”“Sister?” What was he talking about? “I don’t

have a sister.”His brows drew together as he turned his head to the door. “Did you lie to me?”I

followed his gaze. A girl, skinny as a neem twig, was standing in the shadows just inside the

doorway. How had I not noticed her?As if in a trance, she walked to the center of the room, her

eyes locked on mine. She was half a head shorter than me. Her dark brown hair, dusty and

loose, parted on the side and plaited down her back, hung almost to her waist. An orange

cotton wrap covered half her ragged petticoat and wound up her back and around her

shoulders. She wore a dull blue blouse. No jewelry, no shoes.She lifted a hand as if to touch

my shoulder. “Jiji?” she said.I was nobody’s older sister! I took a step back. The knife in my

hand glinted in the streetlight. She gasped.Hari stepped between us. He pointed a finger at her.

“Answer me!”The girl jumped and wrapped her arms around her stomach.I looked at Hari, at

the girl, at Hari again. “What’s going on?”Hari fished a matchbox out of his pocket and tossed it

at my feet. “See for yourself.”Was this a trick? To light a match, I had to set the knife down. I

moved slowly, keeping an eye on Hari. His fists clenched and unclenched, but he remained

where he was. I struck a match and held it to the girl’s face. Her green-blue eyes, the color of

peacock feathers, iridescent, were enormous. Her nose was thin and straight, with a small

bump in the middle. She had rosebud lips, round and pink. I lifted the match to her eyes again,

which hadn’t blinked once.Blood pounded in my ears. I shook my head. “How could—? After

me, Maa carried two girls, but neither survived her first year.”Hari seemed confused, too. “She

told me she was born the year you left me. She said you knew.”Maa was pregnant when I left

Hari? With another baby girl? And I hadn’t even known? So many thoughts whirled around my

brain. The expense of another dowry must have exasperated her! Like many poor women, my

mother had felt burdened by girl children. But why hadn’t my parents come with her to Jaipur

when I had sent them money to do so? Why hadn’t she come with Hari?I looked at the girl’s

body, using the light of the flame. I saw bruises on her arms. “What’s your name?”She glanced

at Hari before replying. “Radha.”The match burned my fingers. I dropped it on the floor and

struck another. My hands shook. “Where is Maa?” I asked.Her eyes filled. “She’s gone, Jiji.” Her

voice was small.The words sank in. My legs felt rubbery. “And Pitaji?”The girl moved her head

to let me know my father had died, as well.Both dead? “When?”“Pitaji, eight months ago. Our

Maa, two months.”I felt as if I’d had the wind knocked out of me. All this time I’d been dreaming

of a reunion with my parents, never once considering that I might never see them again. Had

my mother and father gone to their pyres shrouded in shame? Surrounded by gossip about the

undutiful daughter who had abandoned her husband?My parents would never know how often

I had considered leaving Hari in the two years I was married to him. The only thing that held

me back was fear of what my desertion would do to their reputation—until the day I could no

longer endure my husband’s beatings, the wounds that made me bleed, the words that cut me

open. The mornings I could barely get up off the floor. And all for what? For the child I couldn’t

give him. In the first year of our marriage, his mother, that dear woman, hoped that teas of wild

yam and brews of red clover and peppermint would encourage my body to produce a baby.

She made tonics from nettle leaves to strengthen my organs. I chewed pumpkin seeds to

moisten my women’s parts until the inside of my mouth was covered in blisters.
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Leslie N. Patino, “A story as rich and beautiful as the henna artist’s designs. "The Henna Artist"

captivated me from the opening pages. The prose is as rich and beautiful as Lakshmi’s henna

designs, and the plot is full of unanticipated surprises.A few years ago, I spent several weeks in

northern India, including Jaipur. While the story takes place in 1955, many things remain much

the same (riding in trains and rickshaws, street markets and foods, ever-present images of

Ganesh, arranged marriages, limited prospects for rural and lower caste Indians). Joshi’s very

authentic and detailed descriptions of characters, places and events brought back so many

memories.Central to her story are a number of issues that have impacted human beings the

world over for centuries (abortion, socio-economic inequalities, women’s rights or lack thereof).

She constantly doles out new information and backstory, resulting in a cast of multi-layered

characters and a riveting tale.My favorite book in the last year of reading!”

C. Cassidy, “Amazing debut novel. It’s hard to know where to start: the story itself is rich and

intriguing and filled with memorable characters, but possibly what struck me the most was the

detailed description of everyday life, dress, ritual, homes, etc. on virtually every page. The

intricacies of the details made me feel as if I were present: hearing, seeing, smelling and

touching the heart of India.”

MadReader, “Engaging and vibrant. I really enjoyed this debut novel. Joshi captures the small

details very well, and makes the characters engaging. I particularly liked her descriptions of

the colors and images - of the saris, the henna, the surroundings. The story played out well,

with enough intrigue to keep me reading and a plot that made me want to know how it ended.

It was a perfect read for "shelter-in-place," taking me somewhere else in my imagination.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Beautiful Story. If you want to escape and be transported into a different

time and world, feeling every emotion from joy to heartbreak to hope, this book is for you.

Thoughtful, insightful, and beautiful, I couldn't put it down. Highly recommend!”

Marge Heger, “Great Read. Joshi tells a good tale. The artist of the title has an indomitable

spirit that keeps the reader entranced. I loved the way this writer offers a glimpse into another

world. Skillfully done. It is definitely  chic lit  with an exotic twist.”

Michelle, “Wonderful arm chair immersion into Indian culture and the art of henna artistry..

Beautifully written book. Well-crafted characters with a plot line that never disappointed. A



wonderful insight into the 1950’s culture landscape in India. Could not put it down! Look

forward to more offerings from Alka Joshi.Michelle T.”

Faery Jess, “An absolutely stunning debut. This stunning novel is one of my top three favourite

books I’ve read so far this year. (And considering I’ve read nearly 60 so far since January, that’s

saying something.) Top two, actually. Tied for first place, the more I think about it. (My other

fave so far is Where the Crawdads Sing, in case you’re wondering.)My knowledge of India and

Indian culture is somewhat limited; I live in Glastonbury, a very new age hippie place (which I

love), so I’m constantly hearing people talk about their life-changing trips to ‘Mother India’

where they inevitably change their names to something like ‘Jaya’ or ‘Deva’ or something like

that. (And yup, it always seems to be white women who do this, and as a white woman I’m

aware of the privilege that allows us to go on a jolly to India and come back with a name given

by a ‘guru.’) With this in mind, it was refreshing to read a story set in India, written by an Indian

woman, with an insight into what life there is actually like, without any of the white nonsense

about spiritual enlightenment. Forgive me, I’m rambling.Back to the book itself. The book walks

the line between character-driven and plot-driven story perfectly: the characters are richly

developed; there aren’t any clear-cut ‘villains.’ Everyone’s motives are understood and you find

yourself sympathising with and understanding why they behave they way they do. The plot

unfolds gently, with enough happening along the way to keep those who favour a plot-driven

story interested. This is literary fiction at its most approachable- intelligent yet accessible,

educational yet entertaining.The descriptions are lush and evocative- you can almost smell the

spices of the food, hear the sounds of the streets, and feel the coolness of henna being drawn

onto your skin. You fall in love with the characters, especially the heroine, Lakshmi. And I defy

you not to fall in love with little Malik. I’d read a sequel about him alone. (Hint hint, Ms Joshi, if

you’re reading this.)I won’t say much about the plot itself, cuz if you haven’t noticed by now, I

tend to overshare and don’t want to ruin the story for anyone who hasn’t read it yet. All I will

say is be prepared to go on a journey, to learn, to laugh, and to find out that things have a way

of working out for the best in ways you didn’t expect.The author has thoughtfully included a

glossary of Indian language in the back of the book, as well as a brief explanation of the caste

system- and recipes, which I fully intend to try out ASAP. I loved this book so much that I’m

going to order the actually physical copy of it as soon as it’s available again. (I generally prefer

an actual book over a kindle version, but it wasn’t going to be in stock for a while, and I was too

impatient to read it so ordered it on kindle.)Five stars aren’t enough. Ten stars, at least.”

Angela Gibson, “Just read it.. After settling down to read The Henna Artist by Alka Joshi I knew

I wasn't going to be doing anything else that evening and it was going to be the wee small

hours before I would be seeing my bed.The author took me by the hand and transported me to

India a country I have visited several times and find fascinating - turning through the pages I

was in Jaipur, in the 1950's a country still ruled by strict social etiquette and a class system.I

was a little apprehensive when I turned the first few pages and there was a biography of

characters. Usually this means so many characters and little development of them and

confusion, but I didn't need it and I need not have worried.The main character is Lakshmi who

fled an abusive marriage years before and ended up in Jaipur. Over the years she has

developed a skill of being a henna artist and has a long list wealthy clients. She is a proud

woman who has worked hard, and has saved enough to purchase a home of her own.As

Lakshmi continues to work to pay off her debts for the house he ex abusive husband arrives

bringing with him a surprise sister. A sister she didn't know existed, thirteen year old Radha a



vulnerable teenager.As with all families their relationship is tested to the max and Lakshmi is

torn with guilt.Lakshmi is also a healer with herbal remedies and she uses the herbal remedies

at times to help women who don't want to be mothers, or who are struggling to become

mothers. Cultural challenges develop between city life and village life.This is a book that will

take you through each of the characters lives and the understanding of how people can change

and make changes. The descriptions are so clear you really can smell the herbs, hear the

peoples hearts breaking.Some great secondary characters in the story, I was fascinated by the

caste system and the way the women are treated as well as learning about the henna painting

and how it plays an important part of these women lives.Such a colourful story, with culture and

characters galore. Unexpected, expected I was hooked to the many swirls to the story.

Shattered, happy, perplexed, surprised it has it all. The ending put a great smile on my face. I

am hoping that their will be a second book so we can continue with Lakshmi's new adventures.”

Wendy Reed, “Arranged Marriage. I really enjoyed this book about an Indian girl forced into

marriage at the age of 15 and how she eventually makes her own way. It’s well written and well

researched and certainly paints a picture of the life that might be led by a henna artist in the

1950’s. It didn’t disintegrate into the usual love story!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “This Is a Book Full of Beauty. This book has a great story and dips into

many different levels of life in India even royalty. I was fascinated by the beautiful descriptions

of the clothes especially the saris, the food some of which was exquisite. the homes, the

parties and the life styles. I was also very interested in the use of herbs and plants and different

beliefs.The little boy character Malik brought humour and affection into the story. I loved it.”

Hilary Prosser, “Transported to Jaipur within first few lines….. Excellent read. Totally gripped

from first page, Alka Joshi has a real talent for making you feel you are living the story. The

characters come to life as the story develops and it is clear the author has a personal

connection with the story and has researched everything in detail. The book includes a very

helpful glossary, history of the Indian Caste system, history of Henna and even some recipes.

Part 2 and 3 of this Trilogy can not come quick enough.”

The book by Alka Joshi has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 18,117 people have provided feedback.
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